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About This Content

CONTAINER PRODUCTS – 20/40FT DRY VAN CONTAINERS

Some months ago, when I was walking around a large shipping terminal in Waigaoqiao, Shanghai, I saw many colourful
containers stacked together - which came from all over the world - looking like towering blocks of beautiful skyscrapers. From
that time, I planned to make and place these cool iron boxes into my favorite simulator, making our experiences more awesome

and more realistic.

Now, you will get a total of 10 styles of 20ft and 40ft dry van containers in your railroad world. You are able to carry them by
X2K double-stack container well wagons.

Features Include:
- 10 styles.

- Normal Maps.
- Weathered.

X2K DOUBLE-STACK CONTAINER WELL WAGONS
If you intend to travel between Shanghai and Beijing by train, maybe you'll pass a train with double-stacked containers - chances

are it will be these, as the X2 series well wagons are the only double-stack container wagons in China.

The X2 series double-stack container well wagon is specially designed to carry container traffic. Once a X2 wagon equips ZK6
bogies, it’s called “X2K”, and its max speed is up to 120 km/h.
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Three colors of X2K wagons are included, which should be mixed in a long train for a more realistic effect!

Features Include:
- Normal Maps.

- Weathered.
- Rear Sign Light.
- Load Product.
- LOD System.
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This new strategy mode really changes the game! Finally they saw a potential to make the game something more than just a cow
clicker. I needs to be evolved further. Like, add more options of what parts to grow to, let's say, defend from insects or wether,
etc. Looks of room for improvement and evolving, but I like the direction.. Game starts off slow.
First thing you notice is the HUGE! amount of spelling mistakes through out the whole game.
Second is you cant turn off the music!

Im sure all these are on the devs list.

Enjoying it so far.. This game is a bit sluggish on linux computers, but it plays just fine on a windows 7 machine. Void Monsters
is an original game and one I like.In fact it can be addicting & I play this alot. It doesn't matter what character you play as
because you can eventually be beyond their skills with another character. Normally I don't like match 3 games, but in this game I
don't mind them because you can get runes that way. I just wish they made more games like this one. It's fun, addicting and time
consuming. This game has alot of quests so you get your money's worth out of it. I got it when it was on sale for $1.99 and if I
knew I'd like it this much, I would have bought it at full price. I like games with new concepts like this one.. A slasher in arena.
It could have been fun, but lack of finition. It doesn't have the fast pace action it would need. The fun weapons lack of ammo
very soon.
AND it CANNOT go full screen. The game took a quarter of my screen. It can't be changed in options. Everybody has this
problem. It tell a lot about laziness of devs. So it's a big no no.
There's no way it worth 8 euros. It's barely meat for a cheap one euro bundle.. really i love this soundtrack, its just like an old
snes or genesis song, they did a great work creating this effect
the controls are really stable and when u die its really because u mess it up and not the game
its an enjoyable game!

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=aJQP3F15yeQ
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9/10 friggin love this game. I enjoyed this game, not because of being a Halo fan (the storyline is rather weak and contributes
nothing to the over universe) but because it felt like the games I played when I was younger. The overall feel of the game is
basically a Contra reboot, in my mind anyway. In closing, it's fun and cheap and only takes a few hours of your time.. Honest
price~. good improvement from first in the series, but translation has to be better.. It's nice I've drawn my mother 84 times now.

Good!. rpg maker: yes please more money please edition
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